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Abstract- Nowadays, the attack on data that transfer during communication technique is popular and 

spatial on multimedia data such as images, so used encryption algorithms to protective images and 

transfer it in secure away. In this paper  used the Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) images with 

size (256 × 256) pixels and apply  compression method on images to reduce the details unnecessary in 

image and  reduce the time of transfer image by using discrete wavelet transform (DWT), and result is 

compressed image entering the encryption stage to encrypt it by using  symmetric encryption algorithm 

that use three different keys that generated by proposed function for random numbers generation and the 

result is encrypt  image, as a result both concepts of confidentiality and integrity of data can be obtained 

from the proposed method,to verify from the result using decryption algorithm and decompression 

method and detect performance of proposed method using several quality measures found it's a good, 

acceptable and without noise. 
Keywords-Image Compression, JPEG, DWT, Image encryption, Mean Square Error (MES), and Peak Signal to 

Noise Ratio (PSNR).                                                                                                                                         
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Compression and encryption algorithms are very important because compression resize images 

to smaller and encryption protective images from attacker. The formats of images divided into five types 

are (JPEG, PNG, TIFF, BMP, and GIF). In this paper used the format of images is JPEG because JPEG 

compression reduces file size with minimum image by remove unnecessary elements (pixels), so is 

considered a lossy image compression method and in the result the encryption process become faster [1]. 

For solving network bandwidth and security problems of image need to combined compression 

method and encryption algorithm, so in the beginning used compression method because the 

compression make the size of image smaller and also the time needed to send image during the network 

will become shorter, and to reduce storage space, and after this used encryption symmetric algorithm on 

image by using addition process between pixels of image and keys to protective image from attacker 

whether it's inside or outside the network [2]. 
 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 

Dey N,  Roy A B, Dey S, 2011, [3], was presents steganographic technique for the secret color 

image is hidden in the different sub bands of the cover image‟s, the cover image and secret image 

separate into three color planes are R, G and B, each plane of the images is decomposed into four sub 

bands using DWT, each color plane of the secret image is hidden by alpha blending technique in sub 

bands of cover image that mean secret image is distributed within the original image depending on the 

alpha value, the authors used steganographic technique, so to increase security of image can use 

cryptography to encryption image. 

Khizrai M S Q, Prof. S.T.Bodkhe, 2014, [4], was presents divide the image in to 16 part each 

parts of the image will be treated as a single image and used 16 different keys to encrypt parts of image 

and merges all encrypted images to make a single encrypted image this algorithm takes more time for 
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encryption and decryption but more secure, to reduce time of execution can apply compression on image 

to downsizing and increase the speed of encryption and decryption algorithm. 

In this paper Section 2 the proposed method which contains compression method,  encryption 

algorithm by using three different keys, decryption algorithm by using the same keys that used in 

encryption algorithm because the keys are symmetric, decompression method, Section 3 describes 

experimental result, Section 4 describes the conclusion. 
 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

 In this paper propose method to encrypt JPEG image is separate RGB color image into three 

images are (Red, Green, and Blue) to encrypt each image with different key, that means used three keys 

that generated by function for random numbers generation to increase secure of image, and the results 

are outcomes from the C# program. Figure (1) shows block diagram of compression and encryption 

algorithm. Figure (2) shows block diagram of decryption and decompression algorithm. 

 

 
Figure (1): Block Diagram of Compression and Encryption Algorithm. 

 

 

Figure (2): Block Diagram of Decryption and Decompression Algorithm. 
 

COMPRESSION STAGE 
 

The image content from array of pixels are (X, Y),the value of x and y represent location of pixel 

and then image call „digital image‘, if size of image is large then the image content from large number of 

pixels and this cause problems are the needed amount of memory to represent an image and also effect 

on time that require to transfer image and this cause  delay, so to solve this problems used compression 

methods such as discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to compression image and become smaller size[5] .   

In this paper used Haar DWT because is the simplest transform for image compression and 

Computation speed is high and Haar is effect compression method because resize image to become 

smaller [6]. 

The process of Haar algorithm is deal with image width and height must be power of 2 such as 

(128×128, 256×256, 512×512, etc), the camera takes images with size is (640×480), so suggest resize 

image width and height into power2 such as (256×256) pixels to can apply Haar algorithm on image and 

after this the image is decomposed on different level using the pyramidal algorithm architecture. The 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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decomposition is the vertical and horizontal directions, and by using the Haar wavelet algorithm can 

compress the image to half because the size of original image is (256 ×256) and after compression 

become (128 ×128) array of pixels. The image is generated by low pass filter (LPF), while the detailed 

image are produced using a high pass filter (HPF), and compression  process by using Haar wavelet 

algorithm divided the image into a series of the frequency bands  the low low(LL) band, the low high( 

LH) band, the high low( HL) band, and the high high(HH) band and that shows in Figure (3), and  the 

result as compressed image from compression stage give to encryption stage, Figure(4) shows one stage 

of 2D forward DWT [7][8]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Haar (DWT) Compression Method [9]. 

 

 

Figure 4: One Stage of 2-D Forward DWT [8]. 
 

ENCRYPTION STAGE 

The attack on image is increase in last years because the images content private data, so to 

protective these images used encryption algorithm with strong keys to prevent attacker from access to 

the data, the encryption stage divided into three steps are: 

 Image preprocessing step 

 Keys generation step 

 Image encryption step  
 

1. IMAGE PREPROCESSING STEP 

The preprocessing of image used algorithm that separate RGB color image into three images 

(Red, Green, and Blue) that shows in algorithm (1), the result is three images each image encrypt with 

different key that generate in algorithm (2). 

Algorithm1: (separate RGB color image into three images (Red, Green, Blue)) 

Input:  RGB color image 

Output: Three images (Red, Green, Blue) 

Step1: Start. 

Step2: Get pixels of RGB color image 

             For x=0 to height of image 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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                    For y=0 to width of image 

             Color P= bmp.GetPixel[x, y]  \\P consist RGB pixels 

Step3: Separate P into Red pixel ,Green pixel, and Blue pixel 

Step4: Draw Red pixel as new image 

Step5: Draw Green pixel as new image 

Step6: Draw Blue pixel as new image   

Step7: Next y 

Step8: Next x 

Step9: End 

                                                                                                                                                                        

2. KEYS GENERATION STEP 

The proposed method is generate three different keys are k1, k2, k3, by function for random 

numbers generation, these keys subject to random tests as show below,the length of each key is array 

from 16 number between (0,256), that means the length of each key in binary number is 128 bit to 

achieve key space because an efficient encryption scheme should have a large key space in order to 

make brute-force attacks infeasible , after this do addition operation between key and pixels of 

compressed image after convert pixels of image to binary number, K1 used to encrypt Red image, K2 , 

K3 used to encrypt Green and Blue images respectively,each key repeat with all pixels of each image 

dedicated to it until encrypt RGB images, after this combined these images to give one encryption color 

image . Algorithm (2) shows generating random keys and store these keys in table that consist of rows 

and columns each row of identification (ID) have three key used in encryption image, and for new 

encryption process image generating new keys to prevent attacker from know keys , this table can insert 

or delete or update its data, table (1) shows some keys. 
Table1: The content of random keys table.  

ID Key1 Key2 Key3 

1 249,125,46,210,150,55,42,12, 

90,119,135,166,68,108,200,19 

146,73,27,123,88,32,24,7,52,69, 

79,97,40,63,117,11 

185,93,34,156,111,40,31,9,66, 

88,100,123,50,80,148,14 

2 21,27,72,185,129,67,88,131, 

124,221,10,209,125,150,2,239 

12,16,42,108,75,39,51,77,72,130, 

5,122,73,88,1,140 

15,20,53,137,96,50,65,97,92, 

164,7,155,92,111,1,178 

3 92,226,123,41,219,192,27,124, 

138,112,244,10,151,181,181,14 

54,132,72,24,128,113,16,73,81,66, 

143,6,88,106,106,86 

68,168,92,30,163,143,20,92, 

103,83,181,8,112,135,134,109 

4 223,23,172,192,198,65,35,38, 

220,22,19,32,131,11,11,94 

130,13,101,112,116,38,21,22,129, 

13,11,18,76,6,6,55 

165,17,128,143,146,48,26,28, 

163,16,14,23,97,8,8,70 

5 41,147,222,123,153,234,161,11, 

35,181,60,171,255,206,208,156 

24,86,130,72,90,137,94,69,21,106, 

35,100,149,121,122,91 

30,109,165,91,114,173,119,87, 

26,134,44,127,189,153,154,115 

6 143,191,112,154,240,237,86,12, 

109,190,246,242,200,142,191,14 

84,111,66,90,140,139,50,73,64,11, 

144,142,117,83,112,82 

75,28,175,153,135,6,11,3,53,52, 

2,125,18,68,46,174 

 

Algorithm2: (generating random keys) 

Input: Random numbers between (0,256) 

Output: Random keys 

Step1: Start. 

Step2: Use a function to generate a random key consists from array of 16 numbers 

            between (0,255). 

            For i=0 to 16 

               K1 [i] = random. Next(0, 256) 

Step 3: Next i 

Step 4: To generate K2,K3 Repeat steps (2 to 3) 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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Step 5: End                    

 

These keys are subject to  statistical tests  for  randomness such  as (Frequency test, Poker test, Serial  

Test and runs test) shown below [10]. 

 Frequency test: Let b=  ,   ,    ,      be a binary sequence of length n. This test is used to test if 

the binary sequence is random or not. Let       denote the number of 0b and 1b, respectively. The 

statistics used is  

   
(     ) 

 
  …… (1) 

      If result of    ≤ 3.84 then the sequences number is random.                                

 Poker test: Let m be a positive integer number such as   ⌊
 

 
⌋ ≥ 5.    Divide the sequence b into k 

non-overlapping parts each of length m, and let    be that the number of occurrences of the     type 

of sequence of length m, 1≤ i ≤  . The statistics used is 
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 Serial test: Let    ,    ,    ,    , denote the number of occurrences of 00,01,10,11 in b, 

respectively. The statistic used is 
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     If result of    ≤ 5.99 then the sequences number is random.                                  

 Runs test: The expected number of gaps(or blocks) of length i in random sequence of length n is   = 

(     )     ⁄ .Let k be equal to largest integer i for which       Let     (blocks) is number of 

ones sequence ,    (gaps) is number of zeros sequence, of length i in s for each i        The 

statistics used is 
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3. IMAGE ENCRYPTION STEP 

The propose algorithm is encrypt compressed image with three different random keys generated 

in keys generation phase and used addition operation between pixels of images and keys that mean 

(addition values of pixels from image with values of key mod 256 because the range of values of image 

must be between (0 and 256) as shows in algorithm (3(. 

Algorithm3: (Encryption RGB color images) 

Input: (Red, Green, Blue) images with K1, K2, K3.  

Output: encryption (Red, Green, Blue) images. 

Step1: Start. 

Step2: Calculate height(X) and width (Y) of Red image and read each pixel in        

            Red image according to location of pixels(X, Y). 

              For x=0 to height 

                   For y=0 to width 

                      P= read pixel of Red image[x, y] 

Step3: Do addition operation between k1 and pixel [x, y] of Red image and Repeat    

            use k1 with pixels of Red image and according this condition. 

               If (i = = 16) then i=0 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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                        // addition operation with mod 256 to save value of pixels inside 256 

                         EncryRed = (P +K1 [i]) % 256;  \\P is pixel 

                         Draw the pixel of EncryRed as new image 

              Next i 

Step4: Next y 

Step5: Next x 

Step6: To encrypt Green and Blue images by( K2 ,K3) Repeat steps (2 to 5) 

Step7: End 

      The result from algorithm (3) is three (Red, Green, and Blue) images combined into one encryption 

image that shown in algorithm (4). 

Algorithm4:(One encryption image)  

Input: three Red and Green and Blue (RGB) encryption images  

Output: one encryption image  

Step1: Start. 

Step2: Calculate height(X) and width (Y) of Red and Green and Blue images 

           and read each pixel in these images according to location of pixels(X, Y).     

            For x=0 to height 

              For y=0 to width 

                 P= read pixel from (Red,Green,Blue)images[x, y] 

Step3: Combine three pixels of (Red,Green,Blue)images in one pixel    

           become RGB color pixel and  draw it as new image                            

Step4: Next y  

Step5: Next x 

Step6: End 

     

The algorithm (5) takes result from algorithm (4) and is one encryption image and used first 

pixel of encryption image to hidden number of ID from table(1) that have encryption keys that used to 

encrypt images(Red, Green, and Blue) and to enable receiver to know decryption keys because 

encryption and decryption stage used symmetric keys .  
 

Algorithm5:(hidden number of ID inside encryption image) 

Input: Encryption image and number of ID from table1 that have encryption Keys 

Output: (Hidden number of ID inside encryption image) 

Step1: Start. 

Step2: Calculate height(X) and width (Y) of encryption image and read each    

           Pixel in this image according to location of pixels(X, Y). 

              For x=0 to height 

                For y=0 to width 

                    P= read pixel of encryption image [x, y] 

                    //input number of ID if location of pixel in    

                    encryption image is [0, 0] 

                        If (x < 1 && y < 1) then  

                            r= number of ID                             

                            g= number of ID 

                            b= number of ID 

                            Draw (r, g, b) pixel of encryption image as new image 

                        Else 

                            Draw another pixels of encryption image as new image 

Step3: Next y  

Step4: Next x 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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Step5: End 

So the result is encryption image with number of ID sent to receiver.  
 

DECRYPTION STAGE 

The receiver reserved encryption image that have number hidden within its pixels, this number 

refer to number of ID that found in table this number of ID have three keys that used in encryption 

process because the keys are symmetric that mean the same keys use in encryption and decryption 

process, so the decryption stage divided into three steps are: 

 Find hidden number of ID within encryption image as shown in algorithm (6). 

 Separate encryption image into (Red, Green, Blue) encryption images as shown in algorithm (1). 

 Decryption (Red, Green, Blue) images and combined together to get target image as shown in 

algorithm (7). 

Alogorithm6: (find hidden number of ID within encryption image) 

Input: encryption image and number of ID that hidden within its pixels 

Output: Find hidden number of ID 

Step 1: Start. 

Step 2: read pixel of encryption image in location [0, 0] and find number of ID  

            that has three keys that use to decryption process. 

 

Step 3: Search on keys and find it in table of receiver because the sender and receiver has the same 

             tables.  

Step4: End 

 

 

Algorithm7: (Decryption(Red, Green, Blue)images) 

Input: encryption image and three Keys 

Output: decryption (Red, Green, Blue) images 

Step 1: Start. 

Step 2: After found keys in algorithm6 now read pixels of encryption Red image  

            For x=0 to height 

                 For y=0 to width 

                    P= read pixel of EncryRed image[x, y] 

Step 3: Do Subtraction operation between k1and pixel [x, y] of EncryRed image and 

             Repeat use the k1 with pixels of EncryRed image and according this condition. 

               If (i = = 16) then i=0 

                     // Inverse of mod operation 

                     E = P + 256;   // E is variable to store result of inverse mod 

                     // Subtraction operation is invers of AND operation 

                     DecryRed   = (Math.Abs (E – K1 [i]) % 256); 

                     Draw the pixel of DecryRed in new image. 

               Next i 

Step 4: Next y 

Step 5: Next x 

Step 6: To decrypt Green and Blue images by( K2 ,K3) Repeat steps (2 to 6) 

Step 7: To  get one decryption image combined (Red,Green,Blue)images in o  image such as algorithm(4) 

             but input three color images and output one decryption image.                                 

Step 8: End 

   

 

 

 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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DECOMPRESSION STAGE 

Haar Wavelet Transform has feature is symmetric that mean both the forward and the inverse 

transform has the same complexity [11], that means decompression stage is same of compression stage 

but in inverse  away and the result is decompression image with size (256 ×256) pixels, that show in 

Figure (5).  

 
Figure5: One Stage of Inverse DWT [8]. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 

Some examples (images) applied to discuss the result  

 Compression stage: 

Source image is Lena with size is (256 × 256) pixels. 

 

Figure6: Source Image (256 × 256) Pixels     Figure7: Compression Image (128 ×128) Pixels 

 Encryption stage: 

 
Figure8: Compression Image Separate to Three Image are RGB 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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Figure9: Three Encryption Images are (RGB) Combined to Give One Encryption Image 

 Decryption stage: 

   
Figure10: One Encryption Image Separated to Three Encryption Images are (RGB) 

 

Figure11: Decryption Images 

 Decompression stage: 
 

 

Figure12: Compression Image (128 ×128) Pixels         Figure13: Target Image (256 × 256) Pixels 

The propose generation of keys by used function to generate random numbers to increase 

security of encrypt image because the values of keys are random number and subject to random tests, so 

cannot be predictable and each key consist from 16 number that mean the length of keys is long and 

cannot be saved, and this key change in each encryption process, that mean the keys are strong and the 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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proposed encryption algorithm cannot broken by a hacker because the strength of the encryption 

algorithm based on  strength the keys that used in the encryption process, these keys generation and 

store in table before begging in encryption process so not effect on time of encryption process, the 

proposed algorithm is used addition operation to encrypt image because is easy process and not take 

time in encryption process , the results from  encryption algorithm are valid and acceptable and 

performance of the proposed algorithm compared with other results of  encryption algorithms by using 

several quality measurement variables like (MSE) and (PSNR), where PSNR analyze the quality of 

compression image and encryption image with original image [12][13]. 

            
(       )  

   
           …… (5) 

where peakval is either specified by the user or taken from the range of the image data type  and 

this rang is (from 0 to 255) and MES used to measure determination the difference between the original 

image and the compression or encryption image   , If the image has a size of M * N then 

 

    
 

     
∑∑  (   )    (   )  

 

   

 

   

     ( ) 

Table2: Result MES, PSNR, and processing time of Lena image 

 

 

   Lena image 

 Compression Encryption 

MES     12.5991058349609   2.691650390625 

PSNR     37.1274063676004   37.7758879173981 

Processing 

time 

2384352200 

Nano sec. 

229225160 

Nano sec. 

and apply same steps of Lena image in compression and encryption and decryption and 

decompression on Flower and Baboon images and results of MES, PSNR, and processing time show in 

table (3) and table(4).        

   
Figure14: Apply Compression and Encryption Stages on Flower Image 

Table3: Result MES, PSNR, and processing time of Flower image 

 

 

Flower image 

    Compression     Encryption 

MES 12.2911224365234   1.14715576171875 

PSNR    37.2348881600182   41.4798505115782 

Processing 

time 

2377414400  

Nano sec. 

242854700  

Nano sec. 

 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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Figure15: Apply Compression and Encryption Stages on Baboon Image 

Table4: Result MES, PSNR, and processing time of Baboon image          

 

 

Baboon image 

    Compression     Encryption 

MES 12.5989379882813 0.04449462890625 

PSNR 37.1274642251764 55.5929985288968 

Processing 

Time 

2442586700  

Nano sec. 

242193350  

Nano sec. 
 

V. DISCUSSIONS 
 

As show the results from three tables the performance of proposed model is very good 

considering the system complexity. The performance is measured by using MES, PSNR, and processing 

time, if MES few that means the error is few, MES of the encryption algorithm gives very less ratio of 

1.294 and to compression method gives 12.496 in average of three test images. Figure(16) shows this. 

The result of MES of encryption algorithm is lower than result of MES of compression method from 

these results note benefit of compression method for encryption algorithm in reduce error in encryption 

process because the compression method resize image to smaller size and this reduce error. The relation 

between MES and PSNR is inversely, that means if MES is low PSNR will be height [12]. The result of 

PSNR of encryption algorithm gives 44.949 dB and compression method gives 37.163 dB and these 

results higher than results of MES. Figure (17) shows this. When looking at processing time note the 

time it takes to implement encryption algorithm in average of three images gives 238091070 in Nano 

second and it lower than the time it takes to implement compression method gives 2401451100 because 

compression method less size of image and this make execution time of encryption algorithm faster, and 

because the addition process that used in encryption algorithm is simple and not take time. When 

looking at figure (18) note time processing of decompression method and decryption algorithm gives 

results approach to results of compression method and encryption algorithm respectively because these 

algorithms from type symmetric algorithms. MES , PSNR , and processing time of three image give 

convergent results of proposed algorithm compared with other papers[14][15],that means the results 

from proposed algorithm is correct and acceptable. 

http://www.ijrier.com/
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Figure 16: Average MSE of Compression, Encryption. 

 
Figure 17: Average PSNR of Compression, Encryption. 

 

Figure18: Time Processing of Stages of Proposed System 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 

The attackers on images increase nowadays, in this paper applied many processors on image to 

protect it from attacker that which can be exposed during transmission image and storage. These 

processors are (compression method (DWT), encryption algorithm). The compression method used 

JPEG image in two stages the first is decomposed image and the second compression image to become 

size of image smaller and this facilitation work of encryption algorithm, and after this applied encryption 

symmetric algorithm on image by using addition process between pixels of image and keys. To retrieve 

original image applied decryption algorithm and decompression method for image respectively. 

Simulation results that done by using MES and PSNR shows compression method reduce the time of 

image encryption , and by used addition process in encryption algorithm gives high security and 

confidentiality and enhancement level of security of image and good encryption algorithm effect. 
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